PRESS RELEASE
MedPi 2018 in Paris from 4th to 6th April
Distributor Wentronic presents new
developments from proprietary and nonproprietary brands
•
•

•

Wentronic exhibiting at MedPi 2018 at the Paris
Convention Centre from 4th to 6th April
The non-proprietary brands iBaby, 3SIXT, Dobot and
HP Accessories are being presented alongside the
proprietary brands Goobay and Clicktronic,
Trade visitors will find Wentronic at stand U03
opposite Lounge Retail 4
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Braunschweig, 19th March 2018 – At the beginning of April,
Paris will become the central meeting place for decisionmakers from the fields of information technology, multimedia
and telecommunications. For the fifth time now, the
distributor for electronics accessories Wentronic is on site as
an exhibitor in order to present its extensive product range
including the brands Goobay, Clicktronic, iBaby, 3SIXT,
Dobot and HP Accessories.
Products from the iBaby brand, in particular, are expected to
attract attention among trade visitors. The innovative baby
monitors can be conveniently controlled via smartphone or
tablet. Trade fair visitors in Paris can see for themselves the
two-way audio transmission, HD video quality, and the
special sensors to check room temperature and air quality.
With 3SIXT, retailers can be among the first on the market to
offer high-quality, practical, yet affordable, accessories for
mobile devices. A further selling point is the striking lifestyle
packaging, which will impress MedPi visitors.
The smartphone gimbal Rigiet from the leading provider of
robot arm solutions, Dobot, which has been exclusively
available from Wentronic since the beginning of the year, is a
further highlight at the counter. The image stabiliser Rigiet
makes it possible for both amateur filmmakers and
professional users to achieve blur-free images.
Wentronic’s proprietary brand Goobay offers retailers highperformance, reliable accessories that simplify the user’s
everyday life. The focus of the extensive Goobay product
range at this year’s MedPi lies on USB-C™. Higherperformance, more user-friendly, future-proof and universal –
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the connector with a smaller plug impresses in many regards
and forms a centrepiece of the Goobay product range.
Wentronic welcomes trade visitors at stand U03
opposite Lounge Retail 4.
About Wentronic:
The Wentronic Group is a medium-sized family-run company from Braunschweig.
As a partner for accessories from entertainment electronics, the holding makes
around EUR 58 million annual sales, employs around 300 people at 6 sites in
Europe, Asia, and Australia, and distributes over 12,000 items from its warehouse.
Wentronic is represented internationally via a large sales network. More information
at www.wentronic.com
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